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We propose a modular quantum computation architecture based on utilizing multipartite en-
tanglement. Each module consists of a small-scale quantum computer comprising data, memory
and interaction qubits. Interaction qubits are used to selectively couple different modules by en-
hancing interaction strengths via properly adjusting their internal quantum state, where some non-
controllable, distance-dependent coupling is used. In this way, different multipartite entangled states
with specific entanglement structures shared between modules are generated, and stored in memory
qubits. These states are utilized to deterministically perform certain classes of gates or circuits be-
tween modules on demand, including parallel controlled-Z gates with arbitrary interaction patterns,
multi-qubit gates or whole Clifford circuits, depending on their entanglement structure. The usage
of different kinds of multipartite entanglement rather than Bell pairs allows for more efficient and
flexible coupling between modules, leading to a scalable quantum computation architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computers promise to tackle fundamental
and practical problems in science, optimization, logistics,
finances, chemistry, and material design that are not ac-
cessible with classical devices. However, a large number
of qubits is required to harness the full power of quantum
computers. Small-scale processors as are available now
are already at the edge of outperforming classical devices
[1–4], but due to the exponentially growing state space
of quantum devices, their power is supposed to grow ex-
ponentially with system size. Scaling up quantum com-
puters to make them applicable to real-world problems
is thus a crucial, though challenging task. Modular ar-
chitectures [5–8] have been identified to be one possible
solution, where small-scale processors are coupled and
enabled to interact. Different ways to facilitate interac-
tions and gates between modules have been proposed.
This includes the shuttling of ions to some interaction
zone [8–11], or the usage of microwave links, waveguides
or optical fibres [12–14]. Auxiliary entanglement that is
generated and possibly purified [15–17] can be utilized
to perform gates between modules, which has the ad-
vantage that also probabilistic, low-fidelity couplings be-
tween modules suffice. What all proposals so far have
in common is that they are based on bipartite entangle-
ment, and use tunable interactions or actual transmission
of particles, photons or phonons.

Here we propose a modular quantum computation ar-
chitecture with two distinct features: First, we use an al-
ternative way of coupling modules that does not rely on
controlling interactions or exchanging particles but uses
some (possibly weak) distance-dependent coupling that
is enhanced by using multiple qubits in each module to
generate an effective, strong coupling between multiple
qubits that form a logical system. By properly choos-
ing their internal state, interaction strengths between
modules can be selectively enhanced or diminished [18–
20], thereby allowing the generation of selectable mul-
tipartite entangled states. Second, our approach uses
entanglement to interconnect the modules by generalis-
ing the two-qubit register scheme [21, 22]. Each mod-
ule contains several memory qubits in multipartite en-
tangled states of different kinds which are used to imple-
ment on-demand different classes of gates or whole cir-
cuits between modules. This includes for instance paral-

lel controlled-Z gates with arbitrary pairwise interaction
patterns, multiqubit operations, Toffoli gates, or even the
implementation of whole circuits composed of arbitrary
sequences of Clifford gates in a single run. The latter is a
feature of measurement-based computation [23–25] that
we bring to such distributed settings, where an entangled
state of size 2n suffices to perform an arbitrary Clifford
circuit acting on n qubits. In addition, we propose to
store different kinds of entangled states in the memory
qubits of a memory unit. These states can be used on de-
mand and then regenerated using the interaction qubits
of the entangling unit. The fidelity of these states –and
hence of the resulting multi-qubit operations– can be en-
hanced using entanglement purification, i.e., generating
multiple copies and processing them. In this way, data
qubits in the local processing units can be processed, and
high-fidelity gates between different modules can be im-
plemented (see Fig. 1) deterministically. Notice that the
approach is platform-independent, and is applicable to
various set-ups.

In the following, we describe our proposal in more de-
tail. In Sec. II we introduce the general set-up and de-
scribe the processing, entangling and memory units of
the modules. In Sec. IV we show how to enhance in-
teractions and generate entanglement between modules.
We assume some weak, non-tunable interaction between
the physical systems of different modules, and describe
how using logical systems comprised of multiple qubits
allows one to quadratically enhance effective interaction
strength via the choice of internal states. We describe
in Sec. V how different kinds of multipartite entangled
states can be used as a resource to perform multiple gates
or whole circuits between modules. We summarize and
conclude in Sec. VI.

II. MODULAR ARCHITECTURE AND
FUNCTIONALITY

In a modular quantum computer, the quantum proces-
sor is divided into autonomous modules. Each module
consists of a moderated size fully controllable multiqubit
system, small enough such that full control within a mod-
ule can be assumed. The central challenge is how to in-
terconnect the modules to access the full computational
capacity of the setting.
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To interconnect the modules our quantum computing
architecture uses multipartite entanglement which can
be used as a resource to implement intermodular oper-
ations. With that purpose, in addition to the elementary
processing unit, two auxiliary units are hosted in each
module, see Fig. 1. The memory unit stores entangled
states shared among the other modules. In this approach
the implementation of multipartite gates between mod-
ules consumes entanglement. For that reason, each mod-
ule includes a entangling generator unit dedicated to the
distribution of entangled states among the modules. In
the following, we detail the functionality of each unit.

A. Elementary processing unit

The state of the whole quantum processor is encoded
in the so-called data qubits, which are distributed be-
tween the different modules. In particular, the compo-
nents hosting the data qubits are small quantum proces-
sors called elementary processing units. Despite opera-
tions within each module being easy to implement, in-
termodular connectivity is not direct and it requires the
other two units.

B. Entangling unit

The entangling unit is the component that couples to
the other modules and allows one to implement inter-
modular gates and generate entanglement between them.
Various physical settings could play this role, such as
optical fibres connecting the modules [12–14] or mov-
ing atoms to induce interactions between different mod-
ules [9–11, 26–28]. In our architecture, we envision us-
ing physical systems inherently subjected to commuting
long-range distant-dependent interactions, e.g., collective
interactions induced by laser pulses [29–33] or dipole-
dipole interactions [34–38]. Each entangling unit consists
of a multiqubit system affected by two-body ZZ distance-
dependent interactions. To compensate for the distance
between modules, all the qubits in each module are used
to implement a single logical qubit, which effectively in-
creases the interaction strength between modules. In par-
ticular, we obtain a quadratically scaling with the number
of physical systems in each entangling unit. This allows
us to couple the entangling units in different modules even
over large distances and use such interactions to prepare
different entangled states between the modules.

While the entangling unit allows us to directly imple-
ment multiqubit gates between different modules, we use
it to establish different entangled states between the mod-
ules, which can be used as a resource to implement mul-
tiqubit gates. In this way, the entangling units can run in
parallel to the other components generating different en-
tangled states which are eventually stored until required,
helping to speed up the whole computation.

C. Memory unit

The memory unit acts as an auxiliary quantum proces-
sor. The memory qubits are used to store the multipar-

Fig. 1. Each module consists of three components: the ele-
mentary processing unit (red qubits), the memory unit (green
qubits) and the entangling unit (blue qubits).

tite states, prepared in the entangling unit. The memory
unit is also used to pre-process the entangled states. On
the one hand, we use it for reducing potential noise in
the entangled states by using multipartite entanglement
purification protocols [39–42]. A memory unit can also
be used as a repeater node to interconnect two distant
nodes [43, 44]. On the other hand, the states are pro-
cessed to encode different multiqubit unitary operations
that eventually will be implemented to the data qubits in
different modules. It is noteworthy that while determinis-
tic implementation of intermodular gates is restricted to
Clifford gates, any arbitrary quantum computation can
be systematically decomposed into a combination of Clif-
ford operations and single-qubit operations. Such decom-
position allows for the implementation of any quantum
algorithm.

III. FEATURES OF THE ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we summarize the features and advan-
tages of our modular architecture, based on two elements.
On the one hand, distant-dependent interactions are used
to couple the modules. On the other hand, multipartite
entangled states shared between the modules are used to
implement multiqubit gates.

Tuning and controlling interactions in a many-body
system is technically demanding. Here, we do not require
direct control of the interactions but only assume an in-
herent always-on interaction between the qubits hosted
in the entangling unit. We use the constituting qubits
in each unit to encode a logical qubit that couple to
each other. In this way, we obtain stronger interaction
strengths, allowing us to couple modules over larger dis-
tances. In addition, control over the interaction between
the logical qubits is obtained just by manipulating the
individual components, which we can use to establish dif-
ferent interaction patterns.

Even though the entangling units could be used di-
rectly to implement intermodular qubit gates, we use
them to distribute entangled states between the mod-
ules. Such states store an intermodular gate that can be
locally implemented to the data qubits. In this way, we
can parallelize parts of the computation, and mitigate the
errors in the intermodular gates by purifying the entan-
gled states.
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The architectural design is flexible and not tied to any
specific module geometry. Varying arrangements of the
modules can result in distinct functionalities. For in-
stance, a larger central module could be specifically de-
signed to facilitate interactions among other modules,
whereas smaller modules may excel in processing quan-
tum data or managing entanglement. It’s crucial to se-
lect a geometry that optimally distributes entanglement,
although the entanglement topologies of the setting is in-
dependent by the underlying module geometry.

IV. ENTANGLEMENT GENERATION
BETWEEN MODULES

It is known [45, 46] that an n-qubit system subjected
to two-body ZZ interactions, i.e., a Hamiltonian of the
form

H =
∑

1≤i<j≤n

fij ZiZj ,

assisted with individual control over the qubit systems
allows one to prepare an arbitrary entangle state, i.e.,
any n-qubit state can written as

|ψ⟩ =
∏
k

(
eiλkH

n⊗
i=1

L(k,i)

)
|0⟩⊗n

,

where L(k,i) is a single qubit operation and λk an arbi-
trary parameter.

Therefore, if the qubits of the entangling units are cou-
pled with each other with an interaction of this kind,
any quantum circuit can be implemented and, hence, we
can distribute any entangled state between the modules.
However, the most natural scenario is given when the
strength of the interaction decreases with the distance
between the two physical systems dij [31, 32, 34, 37],
i.e., fij = J/dγij where γ > 0 and J is the coupling con-
stant. Such dependence on the distance impedes using
such interactions for coupling the modules, as the inter-
action strength between two distant modules would be
too weak. Nonetheless, this problem can be overcome by
increasing the size of the entangling unit.

A. Increasing interaction strengh

If the entangling unit of the ith module consists of mi

qubits, the interaction between the ith and the jth mod-
ule is given by

Hij =
∑

1≤µ≤mi
1≤ν≤mj

fi(µ),j(ν) Zi(µ) Zj(ν) (1)

where fi(µ),j(ν) > 0 is the interaction strength between
the µth qubit of the ith module and the νth qubit of the
jth module (the Latin index labels the module and the
Greek index the qubit).

In each entangling unit we implement a logical qubit
by restricting its state into the so-called trivial logical
subspace spanned by |0̄⟩ = |0⟩⊗mi and |1̄⟩ = |1⟩⊗mi , in

the logical subspace, the interaction Hamiltonian given
in Eq. (1) can be written as

H̄ij =

1∑
k,k′,l,l′=0

〈
k̄l̄
∣∣Hij

∣∣k̄′ l̄′〉 ∣∣k̄l̄〉〈k̄′ l̄′∣∣ = f̄ij Z̄iZ̄j (2)

where Z̄ = |0̄⟩⟨0̄| − |1̄⟩⟨1̄| and

f̄ij =
∑

1≤µ≤mi
1≤ν≤mj

fi(µ),j(ν)

is the effective coupling strength between the ith and the
jth logical qubits. As we assume that the distance be-
tween physical systems within a module is much smaller
than the distance between modules, we approximate
fi(µ),j(ν) ≈ J/∆γ

ij , where ∆ij is the distance between the
ith and the jth module, and then f̄ij ≈ mimjJ/∆

γ .
Therefore, note that we obtain the interaction strength
between modules increases quadratically with the number
of qubits mi in each entangling unit. This enhancement
can compensate for the drop in interaction strength due
to the distance between the modules, enabling the estab-
lishment of strong interactions between distant modules
by increasing the size of the entangling units.

B. Interactions control

The trivial subspace is not the only one that simpli-
fies Hij to a logical ZZ interaction, i.e., if we encode a
logical qubit in the entangling unit of the ith module as
|0̄⟩ = |ki⟩ and |1̄⟩ = X⊗mi |ki⟩ where |ki⟩ is a state of
the computational basis given by Zi(µ) |ki⟩ = si(µ) |ki⟩
and si(µ) = 1 − 2ki(µ) the Hamiltonian is also simplified
to Eq. (2). However, in this case, the coupling strength
is given by f̄ij =

∑
µ,ν fi(µ),j(ν)si(µ)sj(ν). In Ref. [19] we

show how by a suitable choice of the logical subspace
of each module, the interaction pattern can be modi-
fied establishing arbitrary interaction patterns between
the logical systems. However, using a different subspace
would lead to a reduction of the coupling strength be-
tween the logical qubits. For that reason, for each inter-
action pattern, the maximum interaction strength needs
to be evaluated. In any case, any interaction pattern can
be built using the trivial subspace in a “bang-bang” ap-
proach, where two interacting logical qubits are encoded
in the trivial subspace while the others are encoded in
an insensitive subspace, see Ref. [19]. In addition, the
trivial encoding improves the fidelity interaction in the
presence of thermal noise. As we show in Ref. [20], by a
suitable choice of the logical subspace, the fidelity can be
further enhanced at the price of a weaker coupling.

Moreover, by encoding a logical qubit in each entan-
gling unit, we make them insensitive to the interac-
tions between its constituents, meaning that the state
of the logical qubit is not affected by the interaction of
the physical qubits encoding it. This is because any
logical subspace of this kind defines a decoherence-free
subspace of a ZZ -type interaction, i.e., the internal in-
teractions of the ith module are described by Hi =∑

µ<ν fi(µ),i(ν)Zi(µ)Zi(ν) and on a logical subspace it sim-
plifies to H̄i ∝ 1̄.
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Therefore, once a logical qubit is encoded in each en-
tangling unit, the Hamiltonian of the whole system is
given by

H̄ =
∑

1≤i<j≤n

f̄ij Z̄iZ̄j , (3)

where
{
f̄ij
}

can be tuned by a proper choice of the logical
subspaces {ki}. The interaction pattern is described with
a graph G given by a set of n vertices representing the
logical qubits and a set of edges {(i, j)} between the nodes
representing the interaction strength f̄ij .

C. State storage

As we showed at the beginning of this section, such an
entangling Hamiltonian allows us to prepare the entan-
gling units in any entangled state |ψ⟩. By implementing a
local routine, the state can be transferred to the memory
units of the respective modules. The routine consists in
first entangling each memory qubit with the logical qubit
in its module and then measuring the qubits of the en-
tangling unit on the X basis, i.e., if the logical qubits are
encoded in the trivial subspace then

n⊗
i=1

SEi→Mi
:
∣∣ψ̄〉

E1...En
|0⟩M1...Mn

7→ |ψ⟩M1...Mn

where |ψ⟩ is an arbitrary n-qubit state, Mi labels a mem-
ory qubit of the ith module, Ei = Ei(1) . . . Ei(mi) labels
themi-qubit system of the entangling unit of the ith mod-
ule, and

SEi→Mi
= Z

k1+···+kmi

Mi
O

(k)
Ei

H⊗mi

Ei
CXEi(1)→Mi

where O(k) = |k⟩⟨k| and H = |+⟩⟨0| + |−⟩⟨1| is the
Hadamard gate.

V. INTERMODULAR GATE INDUCTION

In the previous section, we demonstrated how using the
entangling units we can control an entangling Hamilto-
nian and prepare arbitrary entangled states between the
different modules. The main idea of our architecture is
to encode multiqubit gates in multipartite states shared
by the modules. These states are used in a later stage to
locally perform the corresponding gate to the data qubits
of the different modules [47].

A. Diagonal gates

First, we analyse the implementation of diagonal gates.
A diagonal n-qubit gate Λ can be stored in an n-qubit
quantum register by preparing its gate state

|Λ⟩ = Λ |+⟩⊗n
.

If we distribute the gate state |Λ⟩ between the memory
qubits in different modules, by applying local routine T ,
we can induce Λ up to a random byproduct of local X

=

(a)

=

(b)

Z MeasureMemory qubit

Data qubit

Fig. 2. (a) Implametation of a sequence of intermodular
control-Z gates. The data qubits (red) are in an arbitrary
state, and the memory qubits (green) are initialized in the
gate state which corresponds to a graph state. The routine
consists in applying a CX gate between the memory and the
data qubits followed by a local measurement of the memory
qubits. Finally, a correction operation is performed on the
data qubits. (b) Implementation of a multiqubit Z-rotation
with an auxiliary GHZ state. First, a control gate is imple-
mented between the memory and the data qubits. Then all
memory qubits except for the central one are measured on
the Z basis, and a correction operation is performed on the
central memory qubit. Finally, the central memory qubit is
measured on the θ basis {e−iθX |k⟩}, followed by a correction
operation on all data qubits.

gates to the data qubits of the respective modules. T
consists in applying a multilateral control gate between
the memory and the data qubits followed by a projective
measurement on the memory units. If the measurement
outcome on the ith memory qubit is given by ki ∈ {0, 1},
T implements

T
(k)
MD |Λ⟩M |ψ⟩D 7→ X⊗k ΛX⊗k |ψ⟩D ,

to the data qubits, where T (k)
MD = O

(k)
M

⊗n
i=1 CXDi→Mi

,
X⊗k = Xk1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xkn . Notice all measurement out-
comes are equally probable meaning each possible value
of k is given with probability p = 2−n, see datils in Ap-
pendix. B.

Therefore, T only implements Λ if k = 0 is obtained.
However, for the so-called Clifford gates, Λ can always
be implemented by performing a local correction opera-
tion. On the other hand, for arbitrary gates, the rou-
tine can be used as an elementary step to build a (quasi-
)deterministic protocol to induce the gate. At this point,
we analyse the implementation of both kinds of gates in
detail.

1. Diagonal Clifford gates

A gate is called Clifford if it normalizes the Pauli
group, i.e., U is Clifford iff U Pn U

† = Pn where
Pn =

{
eik

π
2X⊗iZ⊗j | i, j ∈ {0, 1}n, k ∈ N

}
is the n-Pauli
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group. Therefore, if Λ is Clifford, the outcome gate of
routine T is locally unitary (LU) equivalent to Λ, and it
can be converted into it by applying a local correcting
operation given by C(k) = ΛX⊗k Λ†X⊗k ∈ Pn. Note
that in this case, Λ can be implemented deterministically
by consuming a single copy of its gate state.

Pairwise two-qubit Clifford Z-rotation. One example
of a diagonal Clifford gate is the control-Z gate, which
is given by CZ = eiπ|11⟩⟨11|

LU≃ ei
π
4 ZZ . Given a graph G,

where a vetice represents a qubit and an edge (i, j) an
application of ei

π
4 ZZ between the ith and the jth qubits,

the corresponding multiqubit gate is given by

G = ei
π
4

∑
(k,l)∈G ZkZl .

The gate state of G can be directly prepared by evolv-
ing the entangling units under the interaction pattern G.
Then from |G⟩, G can be induced by applying T followed
by the correction operation C(k) =

∏
(i,j)∈G(ZiZj)

ki+kj ,
see Fig. 2a.

This is a powerful class of gates as they suffice to
implement any intermodular non-Clifford gate, such as
multiqubit Z -rotations, i.e., eiθZ

⊗n LU≃ G†
1...n L

(θ)
1 G1...n,

where here G1...n = ei
π
4 Z1(Z2+···+Zn) and L(θ) =

ei(n−1)π
4 ZeiθXe−i(n−1)π

4 Z .
Multiqubit Z-rotation. A multiqubit Z-rotation

Rj(θ) = eiθZ
⊗j

is Clifford for θ ∈ {±kπ/4}k∈N, in par-
ticular, Rj(±kπ/4) ∈

{
1, Z⊗j , Rj(±π/4)

}
. Rj(±π/4) is

an entangling gate, and it can be induced from its gate
state by applying T followed by the correction operation
C(k) =

(
Z⊗j

)k·j where k · j =
∑n

i ki ji.

2. Diagonal non-Clifford gates

Non-Clifford gates cannot be deterministically induced
from a single copy of its gate state. If the output k ̸= 0
is obtiained, the implemented gate X⊗kΛX⊗k is not LU
to Λ. In this case, we need to use other methods. (i) One
possibility is to decompose Λ into a finite sequence of ar-
bitrary multiqubit Z -rotations. As we show later, each of
these rotations can be deterministically induced by con-
suming a Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ) state. (ii)
Alternatively, one can build a quasi-deterministic proto-
col by iterating routine T where in each step the target
gate is chosen in a heraldic way. We illustrate both meth-
ods with specific examples.

Two-qubit Z-rotation. (i) An arbitrary two-qubit Z -
rotation can be implemented deterministically by con-
suming a single copy of a two-qubit maximally entangled
state, i.e.,

(ZZ)
(l)
D1D2

Q
(l)
M1D1

Zk
M1

T
(k)
M2D2

|CZ⟩M1M2
|ψ⟩D1D2

7→ eiθZZ |ψ⟩D1D2
,

(4)

where Q(l)
ij = O

(l)
i eiθXCZij . Note that this method con-

sumes one ebit of auxiliary entanglement. However, in
Ref. [48], it was shown that for small angles, eiθZZ can
be induced by consuming less than one ebit.

(ii) If we prepare
∣∣eiθZZ

〉
and apply T , we implement

T
(k)
MD

∣∣eiθZZ
〉
M

|ψ⟩D 7→ ei(−1)k1+k2θZZ |ψ⟩D .

Note, with probability p = 1/2, eiθZZ is applied and the
protocol is over. If not, the rotation is reversed, and we
implement e−iθZZ , which can not be locally transformed
into the target gate. In case of a failed implementation,
we can perform T again with ei2θZZ as the new target
gate. If we succeed the overall gate is given by eiθZZ

and the protocol is over, but in case of failure e−i3θZZ is
implemented. In case of failure, this step is iterated again,
being ei2

j−1θZZ the target gate in the jth round. As each
iteration succeeds with probability p = 1/2 the protocol
provides a quasi-deterministic way of implementing eiθZZ

where the expected number of steps required is given by∑∞
k=1 k 2

−k = 2. In addition, note that if θ = π/2N

where N ∈ N, in the (N − 1)th iteration the target gate
is given by ei

π
4 ZZ which is Clifford and therefore, it can be

implemented deterministically. In Appendix. G, we show
that for |θ| < 0.0715π, less than one ebit of entanglement
is used on average, and therefore for these values of θ this
second method is more efficient.

Pairwise two-qubit Z-rotations. The same procedure
(ii) can be used to implement a sequence of non-Clifford
pairwise rotations, i.e., Gθ = ei

∑
(k,l)∈G θklZkZl . If we pre-

pare its gate state and apply T we implement

T
(k)
MD |Gθ⟩M |ψ⟩D 7→ eiθ

∑
(i,j)∈G(−1)ki+kjZiZj |ψ⟩D .

For pairs (i, j) such that ki ⊕ kj = 0 the desired rota-
tion is implemented, while for the other pairs, the ro-
tations are reversed. In the next step, we iterate the
procedure with G′

2θ as the target gate, where the graph
G′ = G \ {(i, j) | ki ⊕ kj = 0} is given by all edges where
the wrong angle was implemented. In this way, Gθ can
be quasi-deterministically implemented. See an example
in Appendix. E.

Multiqubit Z-rotation. A multiqubit Z-rotation Rj(θ)
can be implemented with a direct extension of the two
methods for the two-qubit Z-rotation.

(i) Equation (4) can be generalized to implement an
arbitrary multiqubit Z-rotation by consuming a single
copy of a GHZ state, i.e.,

(Z⊗n)lD Q
(l)
M1D1

Zk2+···+kn

M1
T

(k2,...,kn)
M2D2...MnDn

|GHZ⟩M |ψ⟩D
7→ eiθZ

⊗n

|ψ⟩D

where |GHZ⟩ =
∏n

j=2 CZ1j |+⟩⊗n, (see Fig. 2b and Ap-
pendix. D for details).

(ii) Preparing
∣∣Rj(θ)

〉
and implementing T we obtain

an analogous situation to the two-qubit case, i.e,

T
(k)
MD

∣∣Rj(θ)
〉
M

|ψ⟩D 7→ Rj
[
(−1)k·jθ

]
|ψ⟩D ,

with probability p = 1/2, we succed and with probability
p = 1/2 the rotation is reversed. Therefore, we can imple-
ment Rj(θ) by iterating T in a heraldic way analogously
to the two-qubits case.

In this case, the entanglement cost of the two ap-
proaches cannot be directly compared. However, in our
architecture the second method would be more suitable
as the given interaction Hamiltonian allows us to directly
establish GHZ states between the modules. Nevertheless,
in other settings with a different set-up to interconnect
the modules, it could be easier to prepare states of the
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form
∣∣Rj(θ)

〉
than a GHZ state. In that case, the second

method would be more efficient.
Toffoli gate. An n-qubit non-Cilfford gate of particular

interest is the Toffoli gate, as it is the elementary tool
for preparing hypergraph states [49]. The Toffoli gate is
given by

Toff
LU≃ eiπ|0⟩⟨0| =

∏
j∈{0,1}n

Rj(π/2n) .

(i) The Toffoli gate can be implemented by sequen-
tially performing Rj(π/2k) for every subset of k qubits,
which requires to distribute of a GHZ state between each
subset of qubits. Because we need to perform (n−1) two-
qubit control gates to prepare an n-qubit GHZ state, this
method requires a total of 1 + 2n−1(n− 2) two-qubit in-
termodular gates. In particular, any diagonal gate Λ can
be factorized into an arbitrary multi-qubit Z-rotation for
each subset of qubits (see Appendix. A) and therefore
it can be implemented with at most the same number of
two-qubit control gates.

(ii) The implementation following procedure is anal-
ogous to the previous examples. We prepare the gate
state, apply T , and depending on the outcome, for some
subsets of qubits the rotation is successfully implemented
while for others it is reversed. Then the routine is iter-
ated where the target gate for the jth step is given by
a rotation of Rj

(
2j−1 π/2n

)
for all sets j where the im-

plementation failed in the previous steps. Note that in
this way, at most n − 1 steps are required as the target
gate for the (n−1)th corresponds to a product of Clifford
rotations, i.e., θ = π/4, and therefore it can be determin-
istically implemented, see Appendix F for details.

B. Non-diagonal gates

An arbitrary n-qubit gate can also be stored in the
memory units by preparing its Choi state, which is given
by

|ΦU ⟩MM′ =
1√
2n

∑
k∈{0,1}n

|k⟩M ⊗ U |k⟩M ′ ,

where M ′
i and Mi are two different qubits of the memory

of the ith module. Note how in this case a 2n-qubit quan-
tum register where each memory unit hosts two qubits is
needed.

Analogously to the diagonal case, given the Choi state
of a certain gate U , one can find a routine T̃ that induces
U up to a byproduct of local Pauli operators, i.e.,

T̃
(ij)
MM′D |ΦU ⟩MM′ |ψ⟩D 7→ UX⊗iZ⊗j |ψ⟩D , (5)

with probability p = 4−n where

T̃
(ij)
MM′D = O

(i)
M O

(j)
M ′ H⊗n

M ′ mCXM ′→M SWAPM ′D.

From Eq. (5), it is straightforward to note that Clifford
gates can be deterministically induced by performing a
local correction operation C(i,j) = UZ⊗jX⊗i U†. On
the other hand, non-Clifford gates can not be corrected
with a local gate. Instead one would need to iterate the
routine where on the jth step the target gate is given by
U (j) = UF (j)† where F (j) is the overall gate implemented
in the previous steps where the routine failed. In this way,
one can construct a (quasi)-deterministic routine for non-
Clifford gates.

In this way, given a whole quantum circuit, it always
is split into pieces [50], i.e.,

U =
∏
k

(
U (k)

n⊗
i=1

L(k)

)
,

where U (k) are intermodular gates that can be induced
with a few entangled states, e.g., Clifford gates, arbitrary
multiqubit Z-rotations or the Toffoli gate, and L(k) are
arbitrary modular gates. Once the circuit U is factorized,
then intermodular parts U (k) can be run in parallel and
stored in the memory units of the modules. Eventually,
the whole circuit can be implemented by inducing U (k)

while intercalating the modular gates L(k).

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we introduced a modular quantum ar-
chitecture designed to enhance the scalability of quan-
tum information processing. The architecture relies on
two independent elements: multipartite entanglement for
implementing multiqubit gates and distant-dependent in-
teractions for generating entanglement between modules.

Our scheme introduces how a non-tunable two-body
interaction can be used to establish strong interactions
between modules without the need to directly tune the
interactions and without the need to transmit physical
particles or moving systems. On the other hand, our
scheme introduces how a quantum circuit can be stored
in multipartite entangled states, which allows one to split
any quantum circuit into pieces that can be run in par-
allel. This approach includes and benefits of all the tech-
niques developed for quantum communication allowing
for an efficient and scalable quantum computation.
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Appendix A: Diagonal gates

Note that a projector on a state of the computational basis can be written as

|i⟩⟨i| = 1

2n

∑
j∈{0,1}n

(−1)i·j Z⊗j . (A1)

Using Eq. (A1), we can factorize any diagonal gate Λ into a sequence of multiqubit Z-rotations, i.e., given an arbitrary
digonal gate where ⟨i|Λ |i⟩ = eiαi then

Λ =
∑

i∈{0,1}n

eiαi |i⟩⟨i| =
∏

i∈{0,1}n

eiαi|i⟩⟨i| =
∏

i,j∈{0,1}n

eiαi(−1)i·j2−nZ⊗j

=
∏

j∈{0,1}n

Rj(θj),

where Rj(θ) = eiθZ
⊗j

and θj =
∑

i(−1)i·jαi/2
n.

Being Pn =
{
ei

π
2 kX⊗xZ⊗y|k ∈ N,x,y ∈ {0, 1}n

}
the n-Pauli group, Λ is said to be Clifford iff

Λ†X⊗k Z⊗l Λ ∈ Pn ∀k, l

⇔ Λ†X⊗k ΛX⊗k = Λ†
∏
j

Rj
[
(−1)j·kθj

]
=
∏
j

Rj(ωjk) =
∏
j

[
cos(ωjk)1+ i sin(ωjk)Z

⊗j
]
∈ Pn ∀k

where ωij =
[
(−1)i·j − 1

]
θj ∈ {0, 2θj}. Therefore, Λ is Clifford iff it can be factorized into multiqubit rotations of

the from θj ∈ {±kπ/4}k∈N ∀ j.

Appendix B: Induction of Z -diagonal gates

Given an arbitrary n-qubit diagonal gate

Λ =
∑

i∈{0,1}n

eiαi |i⟩⟨i| , (B1)

consider its gate state |Λ⟩ and an arbitrary n-qubit state

|ψ⟩D =
∑
j

ψj |j⟩D . (B2)

If we apply a multilateral control-X between the two-state and measure the M qubits, i.e.,

T
(k)
MD =

(
O

(ki)
M1

CXDiMi

)
,

we implement Λ up to a byproduct of Pauli X gates to the D system, i.e.,

T
(k)
MD |Λ⟩M |ψ⟩D =

1√
2n

T
(k)
MD

∑
i,j

eiαj ψj |j⟩M |i⟩D =
1√
2n

O
(k)
M

∑
i,j

eiαjψi |j ⊕ i⟩M |i⟩D

7→
∑
i

eiαi⊕k ψi |i⟩D = X⊗k
∑
i

eiαi ψi⊕k |i⟩D = X⊗k ΛX⊗k |ψ⟩D,

see Fig. 4a for the circuit representation. Note the probability of obtaining outcome O(k) is independent of k, i.e.,

p(k) =
∑
l

|⟨k, l|mCX |Λ, ψ⟩|2 =
∑
l

∣∣∣ ⟨k, l| 1√
2n

∑
i,j

eiαj ψi |j ⊕ i, i⟩
∣∣∣2 =

1

2n

∑
l

∣∣eiαk⊕l ψl

∣∣2 =
1

2n

∑
l

|ψl|2 =
1

2n
.

Appendix C: Induction of arbitrary gates

Conisder an arbitrary n-qubit gate,

U =
∑
l,k

ulk |l⟩⟨k| , (C1)

and its Choi state

|ΦU ⟩MM′ =
1√
2n

∑
k

|k⟩M ⊗ U |k⟩M ′ =
1√
2n

∑
k,l

ulk |k⟩M ⊗ |l⟩M ′ . (C2)
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Given an arbitrary n-qubit state |ψ⟩D, we can induce U up to a random byproduct of Pauli gates by applying a
local routine T̃ that consists in applying a multilateral control-X gate between D and M followed by a projective
measurement on the Choi state. In particular with probability p = 4−n we implement

T̃
(nm)
MM′D = O

(n)
M O

(m)
M ′ H⊗n

M ′ mCXM ′→M SWAPM ′D.

Routine T̃ induces U up to a byproduct of local Pauli gates, i.e.,

T̃
(rs)
MM′D |ΦU ⟩MM′ |ψ⟩D

=
1√
2n

O
(r)
M O

(s)
M ′ H⊗n

M ′ mCXM ′→M

∑
k,l,j

ψj ulk |k, j⟩MM′ |l⟩D

=
1√
2n

O
(r)
M O

(s)
M ′ H⊗n

M ′

∑
k,l,j

ψj ulk |k ⊕ j, j⟩MM′ |l⟩D

=
1√
2n

O
(r)
M O

(s)
M ′

∑
k,l,i,j

(−1)i·j ψj ulk |k ⊕ j, i⟩MM′ |l⟩D

7→
∑
k,l

(−1)s·(r⊕k) ψr⊕k ulk |l⟩D

= UX⊗rZ⊗s |ψ⟩D.

where we have used that H⊗n =
∑

i,j(−1)i·j |i⟩⟨j|. See in Fig. 4b the circuit representation.

Appendix D: Multi-qubit Z -rotation

In this section, we show in detail how a GHZ can be used to implement a multiqubit Z-rotation, shown in Sec. VA 2.
The protocol consists of applying

Zk2+···+kn

M1
T

(k2,...,kn)
M2D2...MnDn

= Zk2+···+kn

M1

n⊗
i=2

(
O(ki)CXDi→M1

)
,

followed by

(Z⊗n)lD QM1D1
= (Z⊗n)lD O

(l)
M1

eiθXM1 CZM1D1
,

where O(k) = |k⟩⟨k| to an arbitrary n-qubit gate |ψ⟩D and a |GHZ⟩M =
∏n

i=2 CZ1,i |+⟩⊗n, i.e.,

(Z⊗n)lD QM1D1 Z
k2+···+kn

M1
T

(k2,...,kn)
M2D2...MnDn

|GHZ⟩M |ψ⟩D

=
1

2n/2
(Z⊗n)lD QM1D1

Zk2+···+kn

M1
T

(k2,...,kn)
M2D2...MnDn

∑
i,j

ψi (−1)
j1(j2+···+jn) |j⟩M |i⟩D

7→ 1√
2
(Z⊗n)lD QM1D1

Zk2+···+kn

M1

∑
i,j1

ψi (−1)
j1(i2+k2+···+in+kn) |j1⟩M1

|i⟩D

=
1√
2
(Z⊗n)lD QM1D1

∑
i,j1

ψi (−1)
j1(i2+···+in) |j1⟩M1

|i⟩D

7→ (Z⊗n)lD
∑
i

ψi (−1)
l
∑

k ik ei(−1)
∑

k ikθ |i⟩D

=
∑
i

ψi e
i(−1)

∑
k ikθ |i⟩D

= eiθZ
⊗n

|ψ⟩D,

see Fig. 4c for the circuit representation.

Appendix E: Paiwise two-quit Z -rotations: Particular example

Conisder four modules and the target intermodular gate

Gπ/16 = ei
π
16 (Z1Z3+Z1Z4+Z2Z4+Z3Z4).
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Fig. 3. Implementation of Gπ/16 where G = {V = {1, 2, 3, 4}, E = {(1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 4), (3.4)}}, with routine T . First, we prepare
the gate state

∣∣Gπ/16

〉
and apply T . If we obtain output k1 = (0, 1, 0, 1), the gate is only implemented correctly between qubits

(1,3) and (2,4). In a second step, we prepare the gate state
∣∣G′

π/8

〉
where G′ = {V = {1, 2, 4}, E = {(1, 4), (3.4)}} and we apply

T . If in the second step, we obtain k2 = (0, 1, 1) we succeed in edge (3,4). In the last step we prepare the gate state
∣∣G′′

π/4

〉
where G′′ = {V = {1, 4}, E = {(1, 4)}} and we apply T . Because G′′

π/4 is Clifford we succeed for all outcomes. After the third
state, the overall gate implemented is given by Gπ/4.

Such a gate is non-Clifford and therefore, we need to sequentially apply routine T until we succeed.
1st step. We prepare its gate state and apply T . We assume outomce k1 = (0, 1, 0, 1) is obtained. Then the

implemented gate is given by

X2X4Gπ/16X2X4 = ei
π
16 (Z1Z3−Z1Z4+Z2Z4−Z3Z4).

Note the rotation is successfully implemented for pairs (1,3) and (2,4), while for pairs (1,4) and (3,4) it is reversed.
2nd step. We want to correct the rotation for the pairs where we failed in the last step. Therefore, in this step,

our target gate is given by

G′
π/8 = ei

π
8 (Z1Z4+Z3Z4)

We prepare its gate state and apply T . If we assume outcome k2 = (0,∅, 1, 1) is obtained, the implemented gate is
given by

X3X4G
′
π/8X3X4 = ei

π
8 (−Z1Z4+Z3Z4),

and the overall gate implemented is given by

X3X4G
′
π/8X3X4X2X4Gπ/16X2X4 = ei

3π
8 Z1Z4ei

π
16 (Z1Z3+Z2Z4+Z3Z4).

Note that after this second step, our initial target rotation is successfully implemented for pairs (1,3), (2,4) and (3,4),
while for pair (1,4) we failed in both steps.

3rt step. We need to implement

G′′
π/4 = ei

π
4 Z1Z4

Note that G′′
π/4 is Clifford, and therefore it can be deterministically implemented by performing a local correction

operation, i.e., if outcome k3 = (l,∅,∅, k) is obtained then the correction operation is given by (Z1Z4)
l+k, and

(Z1 Z4)
l+kX l

1X
k
4 G

′′
π/4X

l
1X

k
4 = G′′

π/4.

Therefore, after the third step, the overall gate is given by

G′′
π/4 e

i 3π8 Z1Z4ei
π
16 (Z1Z3+Z2Z4+Z3Z4) = Gπ/16.

and the implementation is over. See Fig. 3.

Appendix F: Inducing the Toffoli gate with routine T

We show in detail how to induce the Toffoli gate by applying routine T . The Toffoloi gate is LU equivalent to

F = eiπ|0⟩⟨0|.
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1st step: We try to induce F by preparing |F ⟩M and applying T , i.e.,

T
(k1)
MD : |F ⟩M |ψ0⟩D 7→ |ψ1⟩D =W1 |ψ0⟩D

where W1 = X⊗k1FX⊗k1 = eiπ|k1⟩⟨k1|. With probability p1 = 2−n, we obtain k1 = 0 and W1 = F is successfully
implemented, otherwise, we fail and proceed with step 2.

2nd step: We try to undue W1 and implement F , so we prepare |FW1⟩ (becouse W †
1 =W1) and apply T , i.e.,

T
(k2)
MD : |W1F ⟩M |ψ1⟩D 7→ |ψ2⟩D =W2 |ψ1⟩D =W2W1 |ψ0⟩D ,

W2 = X⊗k2W1FX
⊗k2 = eiπ(|k1⊕k2⟩⟨k1⊕k2|+|k2⟩⟨k2|), and therefore the gate implemented after the 2nd step is given by

W2W1 = eiπ(|k1⟩⟨k1|+|k2⟩⟨k2|+|k1⊕k2⟩⟨k1⊕k2|).

Note that W2W1 = F for k2 ∈ {k1,0}, and therefore, the success probability is p2 = 2 · 2−n. In case of failure, we go
with step three.

3rd step: We try to undue W2W1 and implement F , so we prepare |FW1W2⟩ (becouse W †
2 = W2) and apply T ,

i.e.,

T
(k3)
MD : |W2W1F ⟩M |ψ2⟩D 7→ |ψ3⟩D =W3 |ψ2⟩D =W3W2W1 |ψ0⟩D ,

where

W3 = X⊗k3F W1W2X
⊗k3 ,

and hence the gate implemented after the step 3 is given by

W3W2W3 = F
∏
k∈Ξ3

eiπ|k⟩⟨k|,

where Ξ3 = {0,k1,k2,k3,k1 ⊕ k2,k1 ⊕ k3,k2 ⊕ k3,k1 ⊕ k2 ⊕ k3}. Note that W3W2W1 = F for k3 ∈ Ξ2 =
{k1,k2,k1 ⊕ k2}, and therefore, the success probability is p3 = 4 · 2−n. In case of failure, we go with the 4th step.

j th step: We try to undue Wj−1 · · ·W2W1 and induce F , so we prepare |FW1W2 · · ·Wj−1⟩ (becouse W †
j−1 =Wj−1)

and apply T , i.e.,

T
(kj)
MD : |Wj−1 · · ·W2W1F ⟩M |ψj−1⟩D 7→ |ψj⟩D =Wj |ψj−1⟩D =Wj · · ·W2W1 |ψ0⟩D ,

where

Wj = Xkj F Wj−1 · · ·W2W1X
kj

and the accumulated gate

Wj · · ·W2W1 = F
∏
k∈Ξj

eiπ|k⟩⟨k|,

where Ξj = ⟨{k1, . . .kj}⟩⊕, and ⟨{•}⟩⊕ denotes the set generated by {•} with the operation vector sum mod(2) “⊕”.
Note that Ξk contains |Ξj | = 2j elements, and we succeed if kj ∈ Ξj−1. Therefore, the success probability is given
by pj = |Ξj−1| 2−n = 2j−1 2−n. This means the success probability is doubled in each step. Following the equation
pj = 2j−1 2−n, one would expect that n + 1 steps are required to achieve a deterministic implementation. However,
at the (n− 1)th step the gate

Wn−1 · · ·W1 = F
∏

k∈Ξn−1

eiπ|k⟩⟨k|,

is Clifford as we have shown in Sec. V A 2, and in case we fail we can correct it with a local operation.

Appendix G: Entanglement cost

Given a bipartite state |ψ⟩AB , its entropy of entanglement is given by

E = −tr (ρA log2 ρA)

where ρA = trB |ψ⟩⟨ψ|. The entanglement in the gate state of a two-qubit gate rotation eiθZZ is given by

E(θ) = −x log2(x)− (1− x) log2(1− x)
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where x = cos2(θ).
If we compute the entanglement cost of implementation of a two-qubit Z-rotation of the two methods shown in

Sec. V A 2, we obtain that with the deterministic approach a Bell state is always destroyed and therefore it has a fixed
cost of one ebit. On the other hand, sequentially applying routine T , we consume E(2k−1θ) ebits in the jth iteration,
and therefore the expected value ebits is given by

⟨E ⟩ =
∞∑
k=1

(
1

2

)k−1

E
(
2k−1θ

)
.

Note that ⟨E ⟩ < 1 for |θ| < 0.2245, which means for these angles it is more efficient to induce eiθZZ with the T gate.
Otherwise, we would use a bell state.
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n1

n3

n2

n4

(a) T (n)

n1

m1

n2

m2

n3

m3

n4

m4H

H

H

H

(b) T̃ (n,m)

XOR

Z
Z

Z

Z

Z

(c) (Z⊗n)lD QM1D1
Zk2+···+k1
M1

T
(k2,...,kn)
M2D2...MnDn

Fig. 4. (a) Probabilistic induction of a multiqubit gate U . (b) Probabilistic induction of a diagonal gate Λ. (c) Deterministic
implementation of an arbitrary multi-Z -rotation with an auxiliary GHZ state.
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